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Supporting every body, every step.



SOFTER
The 5th Avenue Collection maintains the 
luxurious Lambson™ vegan leather top cover.

MORE SHOCK ABSORPTION
Because women need unique support in 
the heels, the 5th Avenue orthotics contain a 
Zorbacel® heel pad for extra shock absorption 
and comfort while maintaining proper support 
for a narrow fitting shoe. 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE SYSTEM™

Dynamic Response System™ (DRS) is a 
standard feature for the 5th Avenue Collection.
This springy material acts like a suspension 
system across your foot’s arches and helps keep 
you stable by responding to variable loads and 
uneven terrain.  

STREAMLINED
The 5th Avenue for 1" and 5th Avenue for 2" 
silhouettes have been slightly narrowed and 
shortened to the NEW Dress Narrow, for 
a better, low-profile fit while still providing 
maximum comfort, support and stabilization. 

MORE COMFORTABLE
The thick layer of Propacel™ in the toe area 
has been replaced with the streamlined 
VitaStep™ Comfort System for both the 1” 
and 2” styles. This provides maximum support 
and comfort for a better fit in a greater 
assortment of women’s shoes, including 
narrower ones with smaller toe boxes. The 
bottom cover has changed to a softer, more 
cushiony microfoam material.

NEW 5th Avenue Collection changes you will love:

FULL BODY 
SUPPORT
FOR YOUR
HEELS

INTRODUCING
THE NEW & 
IMPROVED
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Custom orthotics are far superior to generic or off-the-shelf inserts. They’re custom-
made to easily slide into your shoes and support the unique shape of your feet. Foot 
Levelers custom orthotics are unique because they support all three arches of the 
foot. By balancing the feet, Foot Levelers orthotics help reduce pain and improve 
performance throughout the body.

Maximum Comfort

COMPARISON BETWEEN 
CUSTOM ORTHOTICS AND 

GENERIC INSERTS

Premium Materials/Support

Individually Designed for You 

Crafted by Hand 

3 Arch Advantage™

Pelvic Stabilizaiton

Whole-Body Pain Relief

1 Year, 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

Backed by Research

Made in America 

GENERIC 
FOOT LEVELERS

Custom-Made vs.
Over-the-Counter Orthotics
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Your Feet are as Unique
as Your Fingerprints

For Better Overall Health, You Need
Custom Orthotics Made Just for You

You wouldn’t wear somebody else’s eyeglasses. Why 
would you wear orthotics that weren’t made for you? 
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NEW

HIGHEST SHOCK ABSORPTION & PROPULSION
Unparalleled, stand alone orthotic offering  

47% more shock absorption and 130% more 
propulsion than any of our orthotics.

DURABILITY
Proprietary & innovative fabric designed for 
enhanced durability.

FAR INFRARED TOP COVER
Far Infrared Rays (FIR) redirects 
the body’s natural energy which 
can enhance muscle elasticity 
and performance, stimulate 
circulation, boost energy, 
and relieve muscle fatigue.

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL
State-of-the-art materials regulate 
temperature to keep feet cooler, 
comfortable and odor-free.

LET FOOT LEVELERS HELP YOU
ACHIEVE YOUR BEST!

5FootLevelers.com



What Orthotics Do For Your Body
Foot Levelers custom orthotics were developed to improve your posture and overall comfort 
level.  When your feet are stabilized, the rest of your body is in balance. In addition to comfort, 

custom orthotics also help reduce low back pain, hip pain, and even neck pain. Learn more 
about each of these conditions and how Foot Levelers can help you live a pain-free lifestyle.

There are many possible reasons for low back pain, but 
spinal strain and postural fatigue account for about 70% 
of cases not caused by more serious conditions.

LOW  B AC K  PA I N

The sacroiliac (or SI) joints are the link between your 
spinal column and pelvis. They help absorb damaging 
shock forces, and they also help stabilize the body and 
transmit weight to the lower limbs. 

S AC R O I L I AC  J O I N T  PA I N

There is no single cause for painful knee joints. But there 
are generally 2 types of contributing factors: traumatic 
and a condition that exists, which is chronic. Your doctor 
will help determine the cause of your knee pain.

K N E E  PA I N

Leg length inequality (LLI) can cause pressure, stress, 
and pain in your knees, thighs, hips, pelvis, and spine.

S H O R T  L E G
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What Orthotics Do For Your Feet
The pain you feel in your feet is debilitating and prevents you from living life to its fullest. 
Foot Levelers custom orthotics offer relief from some of the most common foot conditions, 
including plantar fasciitis and metatarsalgia. Foot Levelers orthotics are a great solution if 
you’re experiencing foot pain.

When the foot’s arches collapse, they no longer support 
the body properly. Pronated, or flat feet are also less 
shock-absorbent, creating extra stress on the bones, 
muscles, ligaments, and tendons of the entire body. 

F L AT  F E E T

The plantar fascia is the soft, springy tissue 
on the underside of the foot. With injury, 
wear-and-tear, or age, a painful, ongoing 

condition may result: plantar fasciitis. 

PL A N TA R  FA S C I I T I S

Metatarsalgia is pain in the ball of the foot. 
The soft, springy tissue beneath the foot is the 

support system for bones. With injury, wear-and-
tear, or age, tissue deteriorates. Arches flatten, 

and toes may begin to crowd one another. 

M E TATA R S A LG I A

If your ankle frequently “gives way” while 
walking or during activity, or if you’ve 

suffered from multiple sprains, you may 
have chronic ankle instability. 

C H R O N I C  A N K L E  I N S TA B I L I T Y
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...with the debut of their newest product, the InMotion+™ orthotic, 
and here is why! With the addition of the new InMotion+, 
Foot Levelers has produced a state-of-the-art orthotic, scientifically 
designed to maximize performance. 
 
The new InMotion+ orthotic is revolutionary. Not only does it provide 

foundational support through its patented three arch support, but it includes technology 
and science that truly enhances performance, reduces impact and aids in recovery.”

Dr. Kurt A. Juergens, DC, CCSP

“Foot Levelers, Inc knocked it out of the park...

...I have tried many “over-the-counter”, “one-size-fits-all” inserts, but 
none of them compare to the InMotion+ custom orthotics that were 
handmade for my feet specifically.” 
 
Jordan M.

“As a long-time distance runner....

...and loss of function.  After wearing Foot Levelers custom 
orthotics, my pain has been almost completely removed and I can 
squat again with no pain or loss of strength!” 
 
Shane F.

“I was experiencing severe knee pain....

What are others saying?
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Match orthotics to the footwear styles you wear 
frequently, from dress to athletic and casual shoes. 

Multiple pairs ensure maximum comfort and 
performance from morning through night.

Mild activity

Extreme activity
Moderate activity

Support to match EVERY lifestyle.

DIFFERENT SHOES REQUIRE
DIFFERENT CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

9FootLevelers.com | F L V  



What Does It All Mean?

ZORBACEL® 
Absorbs damaging shock at heel strike.

STANCEGUARD™ 
Provides variable firmness, flexibility and control at midstance.

PROPACEL™ 
Provides a propulsive boost at toe-off, helping to reduce fatigue.

MPAX TECHNOLOGY
Proprietary, state-of-the-art material is soft, breathable and flexible at rest, but instantly 
absorbs up to 90% of energy upon impact.

MPAX PRO 
Innovative mid-layer material, infused with dynamic foam technology to reduce and 
redirect shock away from the foot, maximizes rebound for increased stride distance and 
to save energy at toe-off.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE SYSTEM EXTREME™ (DRS-X)
The benefits of DRS plus additional shock absorption in the heel provides greater 
comfort, better protection and improved performance.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE SYSTEM™ (DRS)
Proprietary arch material acts like a suspension system and enhances stability in all 3 
arches by responding to variable loads and uneven terrain. 

GAIT CYCLE SYSTEM® (GCS)
Only available from Foot Levelers, the GCS is a system comprised of Zorbacel® for 
shock absorption at heel strike, Stanceguard™ for variable support at midstance, and 
Propacel™ for a propulsive boost at toe off.

GAIT CYCLE SYSTEM EXTREME® (GCS-X)
Maximum support and protection from heel strike to toe-off with additional Zorbacel® 
and Propacel™ layers.

FAR INFRARED TECHNOLOGY (FIR)
Redirects energy back into the body to enhance muscle elasticity and performance, 
stimulate circulation, boost energy and relieve muscle fatigue.

MAGNET SYSTEM 
*Contains magnets. Do not use if you are wearing a pacemaker or electrical 
implant of any kind, or if you are pregnant.

WATERPROOF
These products are better able to stand up to moisture and are recommended for 
patients who live or work in wet and humid environments.

MOISTURE WICKING
Helps absorb moisture and perspiration to control odor and increase comfort

This product guide uses an icon system to call out the features for each orthotic. 
Please match the feature icons with those on the orthotic listings.
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Full length orthotics offer support  
in shoes with laces where the factory 
lining can be removed. 

Shoes with removable inserts

FULL

Dress length orthotics are ideal for 
shoes where the toe box is narrow and 
cannot accommodate a full length 
orthotic due to the width or for shoes 
without a removable liner.

Shoes with narrow toe box

DRESS

The 5th Avenue 2" Dress Narrow 
length is designed for heels 
between 1" and 2".

Heels between 1" and 2"
2"  

DRESS
NARROW

The 5th Avenue 1" Dress Narrow 
length is specifically designed 
for heels 1" or less. 

Flats and 1" heels 1"  
DRESS

NARROW

We have a selection of Stabilizing Orthotics  
designed for every shoe type.

Choose Shoe Style
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ITEM 0910501X

by Foot Levelers
®

ITEM 0910500X

Far-infrared (FIR) rays redirects 
the body’s natural energy 
back to the body which can 
enhance muscle elasticity 
and performance, stimulate 
circulation, boost energy, and 
relieve muscle fatigue.

Unparalleled, stand alone  
orthotic offering 47% more 
shock absorption and 
130% more propulsion.

State-of-the-art materials 
regulate temperature to keep 
feet cooler, comfortable and 
odor-free.

Proprietary & innovative fabric 
designed for enhanced durability.

High-performance features 
help improve performance 
and recovery

Zorbacel® for 
protection from heel 
strike impact

Proprietary materials to 
control odor and bacteria

Moisture-wicking Dri-Brell® 
top cover keeps feet cool 
and comfortable
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OUR MOST FLEXIBLE 
CUSTOM ORTHOTIC

MPAX® for shock 
absorption to reduce 
pain from heel strike

53.2% lighter than any 
other orthotic, perfect for 
tight-fitting athletic shoes

Perfect for cleats, spikes, 
minimal running shoes, ice 
skates,  ski boots, and more

OUR LIGHTEST AND 
THINNEST CUSTOM 

ORTHOTIC

ITEM 0913101

MPAX Pro® provides a propulsive 
boost at toe-off to help increase 
endurance

Lightweight materials for 
maximum performance

MPAX® for extreme shock 
absorption to reduce pain

Perfect for extreme 
endurance athletes 
like marathon runners, 
triathletes, and more

ITEM 0913103

Perforated top

Perforated top
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Extreme includes maximum support, comfort and durability. Extreme comes standard with the 
Dynamic Response System™ for shock absorption and the Gait Cycle System Extreme® for maximum 
protection throughout the gait cycle. Extreme custom orthotics are optimal for most people. 

Maximum Cushioning

EXTREME ACTIVE EXTREME LUXURY

EXTREME COMFORT EXTREME TOUGH

ITEM 0912501
ITEM 0912500

ITEM 0912502

Recommended for:
 » Patients with sweaty feet

 » Patients who live very active lifestyles

 » Moisture-wicking Dri-Brell®

Recommended for:
 » Patients who need extreme comfort

 » Patients who stand on hard surfaces 
for extended periods of time 

 » TechCel™ material for patients 
who need maximum cushioning 
(especially those with sensitive feet)

Recommended for: 
 » Business professionals who stand 
most of the day

 » Patients who like the feel of luxury 
under their feet

 » Vegan Lambson Leather™ provides 
durability with a softer side

Recommended for:
 » Patients who put an excessive 
amount of  wear and tear on their 
orthotics/shoes

 » Patients who have extra weight and 
need more shock absorption 

 » Genuine leather top cover

Zorbacel®

75% more Zorbacel for 
shock absorption at 
heel strike.

Provides weight-bearing  
support at mid-stance.

StanceGuard™

50% more Propacel for propul-
sion at toe-off.

Propacel™

DRS creates stability, ab-
sorbs shock and responds 
to the body’s movement in 
all 3 arches.

EXTREME

ITEM 0912503

Orthotic shown  
with Active Top
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StanceGuard™

Provides weight bearing  
support at midstance.

Zorbacel®

For shock absorption at 
heel strike.

Propacel™

For propulsion at toe-off.

Designed for Light/Moderate Activity
Ultra Stabilizing Orthotics are designed with a thinner profile for light/

moderately active patients and include the Gait Cycle System® for 
protection from heel strike to toe-off. 

ULTRA®

Orthotic shown  
with Active Top

ULTRA COMFORT ULTRA TOUGH
Recommended for:
 » Patients who are hard on their 
shoes and who need a more 
durable product

ULTRA ACTIVE
Recommended for:
 » Patients who do light activity

 » Patients with sweaty feet

 » Moisture-wicking Dri-Brell®

ITEM 0912601

ULTRA LUXURY
• Recommended for:
 » Patients who need a thinner profile 
for casual shoe styles

 » Patients who prefer leather top 
cover

ITEM 0912600

Recommended for:
 » Patients who need extra comfort

 » Patients who stand on hard surfaces 

 » Patients with sensitive feet

ITEM 0912602 ITEM 0912603
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ELITE COMFORT
Provides elite comfort and softness 
with an extra layer of cushion.

ITEM 0912911

Mid-Layer
Soft and cushiony for 
added comfort

MPAX®

For shock absorp-
tion at heel strike.

StanceGuard™

Provides weight bearing  
support at midstance.

Propacel™

For propulsion at toe-off.

May enhance your energy, 
edge and performance.

ITEM 0910300

Great for shoes with 
deep counters.

*Contains magnets. Do not use 
if you are wearing a pacemaker 
or electrical implant of any kind, 
or if you are pregnant.

Lambson leather™ 
top cover

The Elite Energy Magnet System is 
strategically placed to help stimulate 
certain acupressure points that may 
decrease pain and increase circulation.
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Helps improve your 
body’s alignment & 
reduces fatigue

Great for harsh 
environments

ITEM 0910700

AQUAGUARD™

The best orthotic for 
activity around water

Increases club head 
velocity 3-5 mph1 

Helps wearer hit golf 
ball 9-15 yards farther1

Great for All Golfers!

*Contains magnets. Do not use 
if you are wearing a pacemaker 
or electrical implant of any kind, 
or if you are pregnant.

Durable top cover 
is resistant to all 
types of moisture

ITEM 0910701

SafetySole bottom resists 
wetness and provides a 
thermal and static barrier.
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May help alleviate 
growing pains

Helps establish healthy 
posture as kids grow

Available with our Pos-
ture Protect Program™*

Helps with stability and 
support during sports 
or play

Helps prevent injury and 
improve biomechanics

MPAX® shields joints and 
muscles from shock

Available for 

AGES 12+

Exclusively for 

AGES 5-12

Perforated top

Note:  For children under 9 years of age, Foot 
Levelers may provide reduced correc-
tions in the prescription. ITEM 0910702

ITEM 0913402

Engineered for High 
School Athletes

StanceGuard™ offers full 
foot support with MPAX 
Pro® for propulsion
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AVAILABLE IN
ITEM 1111 - FULL LENGTH | ITEM 101 - 3/4 LENGTH | ITEM 1156 - DRESS LENGTH 

The original functional 
orthotic with 3 arch 
support

Thin profile to fit in 
tight fitting shoes 

Leather top cover provides 
extreme durability    

®

Support energy flow* Product comes with 
bilateral medial wedging

CRA Flex® is designed to work with 
Contact Reflex Analysis testing technique.

AVAILABLE IN
ITEM 1362 - FULL LENGTH | ITEM 1363 - DRESS LENGTH 

AVAILABLE IN
ITEM 1366 - FULL LENGTH | ITEM 1367 - DRESS LENGTH 

The Activator Flex™ Stabilizing Orthotic was engineered to 
work in conjunction with the Activator Methods Chiropractic 
Technique (AMCT) to provide a balanced, symmetrical foun-
dation that supports the Activator adjustment.

SPS was first invented in 1952 and has since been the 
building block of our entire line of functional orthotics
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DRESS LENGTH

DRESS LENGTH

High-performance 
features help improve 
performance and recovery

Better protection from 
heel strike impact

Proprietary materials 
to control odor and 
bacteria

Dri-Brell® moisture-
wicking top cover keeps 
feet cool and comfortable

Dress shoes with deep count-
ers are recommended

ITEM 0912908

by Foot Levelers
®

ITEM 0912903

Far Infrared Rays (FIR) redirects 
the body’s natural energy 
back to the feet which can 
enhance muscle elasticity 
and performance, stimulate 
circulation, boost energy, and 
relieve muscle fatigue.

State-of-the-art materials 
regulate temperature to 
keep feet cooler, com-
fortable and odor-free.

Dress shoes with deep count-
ers are recommended

Includes dot fasteners

Includes dot fasteners
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DRESS-LENGTH 
LUXURY
Our most popular dress length orthotic

The original functional 
orthotic with 3 arch 
support

Thin profile to fit in 
tight fitting shoes 

Leather top cover provides 
extreme durability    

SPS was first invented in 1952 and has since been the 
building block of our entire line of functional or-
thotics

Ideal for dress shoes, 
with or without laces, 
including Western Boots

Shock-absorbing 
Zorbacel® material 
in the heel helps 
decrease fatigue

Luxurious Lambson™ 
vegan leather top cover 
for long-lasting comfort

Fits comfortably in shoes 
without removable liner

ITEM 0912800

 ITEM 1156

Includes dot fasteners

Includes dot fasteners

DRESS LENGTH
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ITEM 0913600

ITEM 0910712

DRESS NARROW 
FOR 1" 

Includes dot fasteners

Includes dot 
fasteners

VitaStep™ Comfort System 
includes DRS as a standard 
feature and added forefoot 
comfort across the transverse 
arch as well as a new microfoam 
bottom  

Luxurious Lambson™ 
vegan leather top cover

Thinner microfoam 
bottom allows for a soft, 
sleeker silhouette  

Supports all 3 arches, al-
lowing for a streamlined 
design ideal for dress 
flats and heels up to 1"

Luxurious Lambson™ 
vegan leather top cover

Note: No lateral arch correction due to heel height.
*Slightly narrower, thinner and shorter than the Dress Narrow for 1" .

DRESS NARROW 
FOR 2"  

Thinner microfoam 
bottom allows for a 
softer, sleeker silhouette  

Thinner, narrower profile spe-
cifically designed for heels 
1"-2" high* 

VitaStep™ Comfort System includes 
DRS as a standard feature and 
added forefoot comfort across the 
transverse arch as well as a new 
microfoam bottom  

Zorbacel® for protection 
from heel strike impact
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ITEM 0912804
3-Part System

The Mother Nurture™ 
Custom Orthotics System
by Foot Levelers

• 1 pair of custom orthotics for Trimester 2

• 1 pair of custom orthotics for Trimester 3

• 1 pair of custom orthotics for Postpartum (the year after baby’s birth)

• 1 Bonus Foot Roller (for orthotic break-in and general pain relief)

One cast/scan does it all:

Custom 3-pair orthotic system for these crucial stages of pregnancy
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ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
XP3 & InMotion®

 » XP3 is our lightest and thinnest orthotic, great for tight-fitting shoes

 » InMotion is great for every activity and includes elements for odor 
and moisture control

This ultimate combination of custom orthotics for the athlete or week-
end warrior. Excellent for athletic shoes or today’s modern fit casual 
shoes, perfect for the on-the-go lifestyle. 

MAXIMUM DURABILITY
Extreme Tough & Ultra Luxury
 » Extreme Tough has a durable top cover that can withstand extreme 
conditions 

 » Ultra-Luxury’s thinner profile fits into many casual shoe styles

This is an ideal combination for those who are hard on their shoes or 
are in harsh environments but need all day cushioning. Keep one pair 
in your work shoes and another in your casual shoes. 

Different footwear requires different orthotics to keep you supported and feeling 
your best. With that in mind, we created winning combinations for your ease and 
convenience. Designed for your busy lifestyle, these combinations remove the 
hassle of switching orthotics between the shoes you wear throughout the day, so 
you always have the right support for your favorite footwear.

WINNING COMBINATIONS
YOUR LIFESTYLES | YOUR NEEDS

ITEM BND0050

ITEM BND0020
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ALL DAY COMFORT
Minnetonka Slipperthotic & 

Extreme Comfort

 » InMotion+™ with maximum shock absorption, propulsion, and stability; 
great for an athletic shoe

 » Dress Luxury offering a leather top for durability and comfort; great for 
an office shoe 

Optimized for comfort and support through a variety of daily activities. 
Our most versatile combination with a full length orthotic for athletic 
and casual shoes and a ¾ length for dress and tighter fitting casual 
shoes.

EVERYDAY LIVING
InMotion+™ Full Length & 
Dress Luxury

 » Minnetonka provides the comforts of home even when you are on-
the-go with a custom orthotic designed for you.

 » Extreme Comfort eases pain caused during high levels of activity and 
offers premium comfort and protection; great for a shoe with a wider 
toe box (i.e., lace up athletic shoe)

An excellent combination for anyone who needs maximum cushion 
but wants to kick their shoes off at the end of the day and walk around 
in a slipper like house shoe. Perfect for anyone with sore feet, especially 
those who stand in one place all day or have arthritis or diabetes. 

ITEM BND0010

ITEM BND0040 MEN
ITEM BND0030 WOMEN

 » 5th Avenue for 1" made for flats and lower-heeled shoes, streamlined 
silhouette created for narrower, lower profile shoes

 » 5th Avenue for 2" designed to keep the feet aligned and body 
balanced while wearing heels from 1" to  2". Fits easily and discreetly in 
high-fashion dress shoes and sandals. 

Ideal for women and anyone who wants to feel great and keep their 
body stabilized in narrow-fitting, low-profile and higher-heeled shoes. 
This combination includes both 5th Avenue styles, providing convenient 
support for a wide range of shoe types and heel heights. 

EVERYDAY SUPPORT FOR HEELS
5th Avenue for 1" and 2"

ITEM BND0060
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Shoe + Custom Orthotic

W
OM

EN’S

BROOKS 
Ghost 15
COLOR SPA BLUE/NEO PINK/COPPER 
SIZES B 5-11, 12 / D 5-11, 12
ITEM BRW0290
 

BROOKS 
Ghost 15
COLOR FLINTSTONE/PEACOAT/OAK
SIZES D 7-12, 13, 14, 15 / 2E 7-12, 13, 14, 15
ITEM BRM0290
 

M
EN’S

BROOKS 
Adrenaline GTS 22
COLOR BLACK/BLACK/EBONY
SIZES D 7-12, 13, 14, 15 / 2E 7-12, 13, 14, 15
ITEM BRM0020
 

M
EN’S

W
OM

EN’S

BROOKS 
Adrenaline GTS 22
COLOR BLACK/BLACK/EBONY 
SIZES B 5-11, 12 / D 5-11, 12
ITEM BRW0020
 

MERRELL 
Moab 3 WP
COLOR GRANITE
SIZES M 7-12, 13, 14 / WIDE 8-12, 13, 14
ITEM MEM0130
 

M
EN’S

W
OM

EN’S

MERRELL 
Moab 3 WP
COLOR GRANITE 
SIZES M 5-11, 12 / WIDE 5-11
ITEM MEW0120
 

W
OM

EN’S

OLUKAI 
Pehuea
COLOR PAVEMENT 
SIZES M 5-10, 11
ITEM OPW0150

M
EN’S

BATES 
Rush Shield
COLOR BLACK 
SIZES M 7-12, 13, 14, 15 / EW 7-12, 13, 14, 15
ITEM BAM0010

SHOETHOTICS®
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See our full collection of shoes at 
FootLevelers.com

SHOETHOTICS®

M
EN’S

W
OM

EN’S

MINNETONKA 
Tilden
COLOR GREY 
SIZES M 7-13 / WIDE 7-13 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM MTM0100

MINNETONKA 
Tempe
COLOR GREY 
SIZES M 5-11 / WIDE 5-11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM MTW0100

M
EN’S

FLORSHEIM 
Cap Toe Oxford
COLOR BLACK 
SIZES D 7-12, 13, 14, 15 / 3E 7-11, 12, 13, 14, 15
ITEM FLM0020

M
EN’S

FLORSHEIM 
Cap Toe Oxford
COLOR COGNAC
SIZES D 7-12, 13, 14, 15 / 3E 7-11, 12, 13, 14, 15
ITEM FLM0050

M
EN’S

OLUKAI 
Kipuka Hulu
COLOR TOFFEE
SIZES M 7-13 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM ONM0050

W
OM

EN’S

OLUKAI 
Ku’una
COLOR GOLDEN SAND
SIZES M 5-11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM  ONW0120

SLIPPERTHOTICS™

Shoe + Custom Orthotic

Slipper + Custom Orthotic
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M
EN’S

W
OM

EN’S

CAOS 
Riptide
COLOR BLACK
SIZES D 8-15 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM CAM0010

CAOS 
Wave
COLOR BLACK
SIZES B 5-11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM CAW0010

W
OM

EN’S

NAOT 
Lamego
COLOR SOFT BLACK
SIZES M 5-11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM NAW0240
3 ADJUSTABLE STRAPS

M
EN’S

NAOT 
Arthur
COLOR CRAZY HORSE LEATHER/HASH SUEDE
SIZES M 7-12 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM NAM0040

ROANOKE
COLOR BROWN
SIZES M 5-13 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM ROA0010

ROANOKE
COLOR BLACK
SIZES M 5-13 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)
ITEM ROA0020

UNISEX

UNISEX

SANDALTHOTICS®
Sandal + Custom Orthotic

Footwear with improper support can amplify back 
and joint pain. Our custom flip-flops have your 
custom support built right in so your body stays 
aligned wherever your day takes you.
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Bling™

COLOR BLACK 
ITEM CSW0030
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Vegas™

COLOR BLACK 
ITEM CSW0160
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY) 

W
OM

EN’S

Seabreeze®

COLOR SHELL 
ITEM CSW0010
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Midnight Breeze®

COLOR BLACK
ITEM CSW0020
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Catamaran®

COLOR MAHOGANY
ITEM CSW0190
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Catamaran®

COLOR MAHOGANY 
ITEM CSM0020
SIZES D = 7–14 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

M
EN’S

CUSTOM ORTHOTIC 
FLIP-FLOPS

Fiji™

COLOR BLACK PEARL
ITEM CSW0050
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Fiji™

COLOR BLACK CHEVRON
ITEM CSW0060
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

W
OM

EN’S

Maui™

COLOR 
ITEM CSM0060, CSM0080, CSM0090
SIZES D = 7-14 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY)

M
EN’S

Fiji™

COLOR
ITEM CSW0060, CSW0220  CSW0070, 
CSW0080, CSW0220, CSW0260, CSW0250 
SIZES B = 5–11 (WHOLE SIZES ONLY) 

W
OM

EN’S
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Good Enough?
When it comes to your health, “good enough” 

may be anything but.
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Generic orthotics typically only support one arch and may not 
maintain the structure of the plantar vault. This can create 
problems in other parts of the body, such as painful stress in the 
low back and neck.  
 
Foot Levelers custom-made orthotics, however, are built with 
the 3 Arch Advantage™ and help support the finer points of the 
body by correcting all three arches.

By addressing all three arches, our orthotics help reduce 
pain throughout the Kinetic Chain and improve balance, 

proprioception and physical performance. 

When the foot hits the ground, everything changes.®
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5 REASONS
TO USE FOOT LEVELERS CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

Foot Levelers orthotics are proven to reduce Low 
Back Pain by 34.5%.1  Low back pain is the #1 cause 
for missed work, and is a leading cause of the current 
opioid crisis.

Easy, proven conservative care.

Studies show Foot Levelers orthotics help increase 
drive distance on the golf course and reduce pain in 
those who stand all day. 2

Improved Performance

Innovative materials absorb shock, which helps reduce 
pain and discomfort caused by heel strike while walking.

Heel Strike Shock Reduction

The feet are the body’s foundation. Foot dysfunction 
can cause problems throughout the rest of the body.

Create a Symmetrical Foundation

Your balance and the way you walk are improved by 
wearing Foot Levelers orthotics.

Dynamic Function

1
2

3

4
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